[Mechanisms of regulation of osteopontin expression mediated by UTP, angiotensin II and PDGF in arterial smooth muscle cells].
Osteopontin (OPN), an RGD containing extracellular matrix protein, is associated with arterial smooth muscle cells (SMC) activation in vitro and in vivo. OPN has been shown to be overexpressed in vascular injury. Its expression can be induced by many factors including growth factors, cytokines, hormones and extracellular nucleotides. We are interested in understanding mechanisms regulating the OPN mRNA steady state level in SMC. We compared the effect of two G-protein coupled receptors agonists (UTP and angiotensin II [AII]) and one tyrosin kinase receptor agonist (PDGF). We explored the effect of these three agonists both on OPN transcription using gene reporter assay and on OPN mRNA stabilisation using actinomycin D. We showed that UTP 100 microM. AII 10 microM and PDGF 50 ng/microL induced OPN transcription. Whereas UTP and AII induced a 366 +/- 81% and 338 +/- 115% activation of transcription respectively, PDGF demonstrated a lower efficiency (195 +/- 59%) inducing the transcription. Moreover, we demonstrated that UTP and AII but not PDGF were able to stabilize OPN mRNA. This effect seems to be specific to G-protein coupled receptor agonists since previous studies demonstrated that intracellular receptor agonists did not stabilise OPN mRNA. Thus, the lower increase of OPN mRNA level in response to PDGF stimulation compared to AII or UTP could be explain by both, the lower activation of the OPN promoter and the effect of UTP and AII on OPN mRNA stabilisation.